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WHO WILL LOSE THE W A R ?
BY

FRANCIS HERCZEG
ho will be the loser by the war? In our conviction
ail the cultured peoples which are belligerents. For
the victor cannot possibly gain enough to prevent
his loss being incomparably greater. What we are witnessing
at present, is in reality nothing more or less than a ferocious
self-laceration of the white races. When the carnage is
finally ended, over the limitless expanse of ruins a gigantic
corpse will he found lying — the corpse of European culture.
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Already during the first Great War there was in
circulation a catchword posing as a prophecy — ,,this will
be the last European war". And it occurred to a humanity
brought up in the spirit of Christan charity to subject some
100— 120 millions of their conquered fellow-Christians to the
indignity of being chained like so many dangerous dogs.
Recently we have again been hearing the old refrain —
"this fight will be the last"; indeed, an educational programme
has been added, it being announced that the sons of the
defeated peoples are to be taught to loathe their own kith and
kin and to give their hearts to those who keep them in the
chains of slavery.
War can have only one object, — peace. But the present
Great War is not being fought in a spirit promising to make
it lead to peace. Yet a beilligerent who fails to think of the
agreement that should follow, concentrating his thoughts
solely and exclusively on the "annihilation" of his enemy, is
sacrificing the future of his own people to a passing fit of
indignation. To be quite frank, we do not believe that it is
under any circumstances possible to invent a peace which
will automatically perpetuate itself. We do not believe that
it is possible, either by the help of an improved League of
Nations or of an eventual international force of air-gendarmes
to divide the millions of white men for any length of time
l
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into “first-rate” and “second-rate” peoples. That would not
be peace, merely an armistice. Where millions and millions
of human beings are gnashing their teeth and eagerly waiting
for the moment when some chance cosmic disturbance loosens
the foothold of those who hold them in slavery, there can be
no talk of peace.
And in any case we are convinced that the conflict
of the peoples will be decided, not by physical, but by moral
factors. In most cases war proves able to create solutions
of a temporary character only. In this connection we need
only think of the fate of Alsace-Lorraine!! And Nietsche
was right when he said: — “Human nature finds it more
difficult to stand the test of a great victory than that of a
serious reverse; it would appear, indeed, that it is easier to
win a great victory than to stand the test involved in a manner
preventing that victory being converted into a serious re
verse”. Those who do not believe Nietsche should remember
the terrible military and diplomatic reverse resulting from
the brilliant victories of the Entente Powers in 1918.
That the Great Powers now at war find it no easy matter
to stand the test, not of victory only, but of the hope of
victory — and indeed of their dreams of victory — , is shown
by the present situation of the small peoples, a situation
resembling that of the unfortunate inmate of a condemned
cell. On all sides may be heard words of ill omen asserting
that the independence of small peoples is already out of
date — a mere superstition, antiquated and discredited — , and
proclaiming that the small peoples should be simply divided
among the Great Powers and devotailed into the respective
spheres of influence of those Powers. An imperialistic idea
dictated by a variety of imperialisms which would ruthlessly
trample in the mire human dignity and European culture!!
Strange enough that those employing the iron heel so ruthlessy should include also peoples which have not yet doffed
the smock-frock of democracy!! If a physically stronger
people is able to do what it likes with a weaker people, it
thereby dethrones culture and once more raises to power the
laws of the primeval forest. In such a forest death is the
penalty of weakness. Can it be that so many young lives
should have been sacrificed and so many families deprived
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of their homes solely and exclusively for the purpose of
relegating Europe to the cave-dwellings of primitive head
hunters?
If the small peoples are put in chains, it is not by any
means certain — is indeed not even probable — that those
peoples will perish as a result of their being thus deprived
of their rights; it is quite certain, on the other hand, that the
Great Powers will cease to be cultured peoples. Today it is
the big nations that wield the keen sword of justice; but
their eyes are dazzled by some sort of mirage- If they strike,
they will decapitate, not the small peoples, but European
culture. For Western culture must stand or fall with the
small peoples.
It may be that those who wield the sword of justice are
not aware of the dangers encircling them. Every great war
sows the seeds of consequences never foreseen by any one.
What demoniacal surprises may be expected to result from
the second Great War? No one should for a moment imagine
that after the war everything will return once more into the
old groove, — or that the younger generation taking part in
the battles fought with such savage cruelty will after the
war return home meekly and demurely, prepared to pay
their taxes regularly, to be loyal citizens and to spend their
Sunday afternoons reading the Bible!! That we do not be
lieve; we are however quite ready to believe that, unless
the world recovers its senses before it is too late, this fight
will really be the last fought between peoples still deserving
to be called Christian, cultured peoples.
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